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FICTION

In the Clear
When Nick gets home from school, Dad and 
Mum are sitting chatting at the kitchen 
table. “Not working, Dad?” he asks, noticing 
the mugs of tea and packet of biscuits.

“I knocked off early to give Mum a hand 
moving furniture at Sunset Heights. It’s 
Mrs Blessop’s ninetieth birthday party 
tomorrow,” Dad explains.

“Will you lend a hand too, Nick? There are 
a dozen trestle tables to be shifted,” Mum 
asks when he sits down at the table.

Nick sighs, “Yeah, I’ll help.”

Read the passage.

Make your own judgements to draw conclusions from a text. Clues in the text will 
help you.

 Circle  the correct answers. 

1 Which is the best conclusion? Sunset Heights is …

 a a hotel.      b   a retirement home.      c   an apartment block.      d   a hospital.

2 Which phrase is the clue to question 1’s answer? 

 a knocked off early   b a dozen trestle tables 

 c at the table   d ninetieth birthday party

3 Which is the best conclusion? Nick …

 a is excited about helping Mum. b is unenthusiastic about helping Mum. 

 c refuses to help Mum. d does not think he can help Mum.

4 Which word is the best clue to question 3’s answer?

 a sighs b Yeah c help d I’ll

5 What can we conclude about Mum’s connection to Sunset Heights? 

 a Mum’s parents live there. b Mrs Blessop is Mum’s best friend. 

 c Mum helps out there. d Mum has known Mrs Blessop all her life.

Highlight the 
reason Dad is  
not at work.

Underline 
the event 

the residents 
of Sunset 

Heights will be 
celebrating.

Colour the 
question Mum 

asks Nick.

In the final 
sentence,  circle  

the word that 
can be replaced 

with said.

Put a   box   
around Nick’s 

reply.

Drawing conclusions
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Nick walks to Sunset Heights the long way. 
His feet are in charge and just happen to 
be taking him this way. 

When he gets to Laura Fleming’s house, 
Nick scans the large garden with its 
manicured lawns, tall trees and rose beds. 
There’s a Saab parked on the gravel drive 
and also a new, red SUV. Nick notices a 
couple of builders mixing concrete near  
the front steps.

Nick thinks of his dad, who works hard 
every day, but doesn’t seem to get very 
much—just a boring little house and not 
much else.

Read the passage.

Drawing conclusions

Highlight the 
sentence that 
suggests Nick 

meant to take the 
long way.

Underline the 
description of the 
Flemings’ garden.

Circle  the words 
that describe  

the SUV.

Colour Nick’s 
description of his 

house.

6 We can conclude that Nick chooses the long route to Sunset Heights on purpose. 
 What are the clues?

  

  

  

  

7 From the description of their house, what conclusions can we draw about the Flemings?

  

  

  

  

8 We can conclude that Nick is envious of what the Flemings have. What are the clues?

  

  

  

  


